
DIGITAL DESIGNER 

vitruvi is a digital focused essential oil company designing modern essential oil products so people can 

live naturally in a sophisticated way. We are looking for a graphic designer with strong typography, video 

and design skills to help elevate the brand through all visual communications online, and to contribute to 

the evolution and development of the brand.  

The ideal candidate has a passion for branding, ad editorial design, but also has their eye on the latest 

digital trends in web, video and advertising. Candidates should be able to design within an established 

brand identity system, while still pushing the direction forward. Daily projects would include: marketing 

emails, product photography edits, designing lookbooks and printed material for events and press, video 

editing, leading small and large web projects and assets, along with spearheading digital marketing 

creative initiatives.  

 

RESPONSIBILITIES  

● Interpret and develop vitruvi existing brand for digital—bringing vitruvi to life online in a way that is 

consistent with all of our other consumer touch points (product, packaging, etc.), as well as our 

brand mood boards and references. 

● Work collaboratively as a member of the digital design team, focused on functional, delightful, 

and beautiful user experiences across vitruvi. 

● Execute design for marketing campaigns across all digital channels, including social, email, paid 

ads and video  

● Work closely with the vitruvi’s VP of Online to build out digital projects  

● Collaborate with marketing and digital product managers to make data-driven design decisions 

based on analytics and user feedback. 

● Work closely with vitruvi marketing team to optimize ad content, being adaptive to test results and 

research. 

RESPONSIBILITIES CONTINUED 



● Structure Photoshop comps to optimize efficient workflow and production 

● Follow and maintain brand identity standards 

● Collaborate with team to articulate and execute designs  

● Create web graphics and marketing collateral consistent with our brand image  

● Create responsive web designs that translate seamlessly across devices 

● Photoshop retouching and image selection for product launches 

● Design forward thinking email and marketing campaigns weekly 

● Video editing  

 

 

 

 

 
 


